
Why Datasets?

Because it is essential that 
companies can move 
through large number of 
records and make critical 
decisions as they go. 
Datasets are inherent to all 
DACIS intelligence services.

Total DACIS presence:

• Build from every page

• Consolidate insights

• Capture hierarchies of 
organizations and 
programs

• Simplify management of 
program opportunities

Consistency and Speed

• Effortless earmarking

• Organizational mastery

• Annotate with precision

• Collaborate effectively

• Extend accessibility

www.dacis.info

Welcome to DACIS Datasets, your comprehensive resource for acquiring 
accurate and timely information on the companies you are considering for 
acquisition, the re-competes you are targeting, and the customers you are 
pursuing. No matter the scenario, DACIS is here to empower your decision-
making process with unparalleled access to data.

DACIS Datasets: Your Ultimate Solution for Decisive 
Market Intelligence Management

Datasets. Bring it home in just one click.

In today's fast-paced environment, success hinges on your ability to swiftly 
navigate through vast amounts of records, making informed judgments 
along the way. DACIS Datasets equips you with the tools to excel.

Request your
no-risk trial!

…organize sets and sections to quickly maximize research!

Create and add to datasets easily and…



Reduced errors, reduced time, quicker conclusive insights. A winning 
combination that DACIS delivers.
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Datasets is just one reason why industry leaders trust DACIS. Our clients are not solely utilizing a 
research service, they have instead acquired a platform that enables them to efficiently and 
effectively undertake tasks in the pursuit of opportunities and deep market understanding.

Let us be your partner in making informed decisions and achieving success in your chosen markets 
of aerospace, defense, and Federal government technology. Experience the transformative power 
of Datasets and elevate your work to new heights.

Get your no-risk DACIS trial or schedule a relevant demonstration today!

The advantage of DACIS Datasets

Keep a constant pulse on the buying customer 
with Datasets

So much more than just data, DACIS is decisive.

• Effortless Earmarking: As you sift through records, you can quickly earmark and assign them to 
specific datasets. This enables you to efficiently categorize and sort information for future reference.

• Organizational Mastery: When you revisit a dataset, you have the power to effortlessly subgroup 
records,  such as those that substantiate Company A's credibility or Company B's contract rankings by 
fiscal year.

• Annotate with Precision: Seamlessly attach annotations to capture critical insights, such as indicating 
the vehicle under which a task order was competed or forecasting the likely vehicle for a recompete.

• Collaborative Environment: Share your datasets with your team, granting them appropriate access 
privileges. Whether it's Nora Jones editing or John Smith viewing, everyone stays on the same page.

• Extended Accessibility: Your datasets are important, and we treat them as such. Access your compiled 
information for as long as you need it, ensuring that your valuable datasets are readily available 
whenever you require them.

DACIS subscribers also have access to monthly webinars and training 
support that includes DACIS Datasets. Exclusive world-class support 
helps you explore the full potential of DACIS, understand its intricacies, 
and learn how to maximize its power for decisive competitive results.


